
Introducing WorkCapcha

CloudCapcha is reinventing time recording in
the accounting world with WorkCapcha. 

WorkCapcha is the only intelligent time &
activity recording tool that sits inside Microsoft
Teams, in the cloud.

The application automatically tracks, converts,
and analyses the user's digital journey from
existing accounting applications. This enables
firms’ employees to focus on their clients and
make every second count.

WorkCapcha’s smooth set-up process means
firms can be up and running quickly with
minimal disruption to users' time. 
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Traditional time tracking can be an inaccurate, painful and time-consuming task that detracts from
chargeable client work. Employees are limited to recording activities they can remember, rather than
fact. 

For IT Leaders, migrating to the cloud is now a top priority to support hybrid working and optimise
client services.

You also face additional pressure to demonstrate more value from existing IT solutions and ensure all
these tools work seamlessly together.

WorkCapcha is the ideal application to help firms get the most from their existing Microsoft
investment by intelligently recording time, inside Microsoft Teams. 

After all, your time matters. So let us help you make the most of it.

WorkCapcha for IT Leaders

Let WorkCapcha empower your firm to bill
more

BROCHURE
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‘We love WorkCapcha. It’s helping
us to see the true cost of a job.
Most of all, it saves our people

approximately 40 minutes a day
compared to manually completing

a timesheet’

How does it work?

Track
Track calls, emails, meetings, and

activities from your accounting
applications and these activities will

automatically appear in your
DayBook so you don’t have to

remember what you did yesterday.

Analyse
Turn accurate data into relevant

insights that have never been seen
before to boost productivity and
profitability through efficiency.

Convert
Employees are presented with

their digital journey first, so they
decide what to convert from their
DayBook into their timesheet. The
time entries then appear in your

Practice Management System,
ready for billing.

Benefits
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Reduce the number of employees accessing
legacy on premise PMS through legacy tools 
Built in security through Microsoft Teams that
allows employees to safely work from
anywhere
Ability to capture data from a variety of third-
party systems to support the accuracy and
transparency of time tracking
Further expand insights through the building
of custom, enhanced reports

Maximise existing Microsoft 365 investment
Empower your firm to bill more and
increase profitability
Benefit from an enterprise-wide tech stack
Easy to install as it sits inside your Microsoft
Teams environment
Integrates with existing accounting
applications so there’s no need to change
existing processes to capture data from a
variety of third-party systems to support the
accuracy and transparency of time tracking
Intuitive so users can pick up the system in
minutes as it uses the functional and
familiar Microsoft Teams interface

T o b y  W o o d h e a d ,  H e a d  o f
T e c h n o l o g y  a t  

A r m s t r o n g  W a t s o n

To find out more, contact us:

+44 330 025 0111 

hello@cloudcapcha.com
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